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Tooling solutions for the power utility industry.

RC750H

RELIABLE - RC SERIES - RATCHETING CABLE CUTTERS
R C 7 5 0 H - D e s i g n e d p r i m a r i l y fo r
cutting ASCR cable up to 556 with the
flexibility to cut power cable to 750 MCM.
Length: 18 in., Weight: 4 lbs.

RC1000-A - Designed to cut power
RC1000-A

cable to 1000 MCM with ease and speed.
Length: 19.5 in., Weight: 4 lbs.

The RC1000-A and RC750H combine unique design with quality construction to
afford speed, ease of use, and safety to the operator.
FEATURES:
´ Extra heavy duty "C" Jaw design & simple long-life ratcheting mechanism.
´ Thumb slide release allows rapid opening or closing.
´ Single lever operation allows easy switch from opening to closing.
´ Reinforced fiberglass handles with a protective polyvinylchloride coating.
´ Practically half the size of standard ratchet cutters at less than half the weight.
´ The large cutting capacity of these tools requires less than 50% of the
ratchet opening of standard tools.

REL-750

REL-35

RELIABLE EQUIPMENT - REL-35 & REL-750 - RATCHET CABLE CUTTERS
Designed to cut copper and aluminum cable with the convenience of single handed
operation. These models feature a full ratcheting cycle and release in all cutting
positions. Handle locks in closed position for easy storage and transpor tation.
H/D molded plastic handles feature ergo-designs to provide maximum leverage.
Model

Weignt

Length

Span

Cu. / Alum.

Hard Drn. Cu.

REL-35
REL-750

1.5 lbs.
2 lbs.

10"
9"

5.5"
6.5"

1.25"
1.75"

500 MCM
750 MCM

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193
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CABLE CUTTERS
8690 FSK - SOFT CABLE CUTTER

2" Capacity, Jaw keeper prevents jaws from spreading
while under heavy load. Cuts copper and aluminum
communications and power cable in sizes up to 2",
including rubber or lead covered cable. Improved H/D
jaw design, ratchet mechanism provides up to 5 times
mechanical advantage over manual cutters. Cuts all
types of copper and aluminum cables up to 2500 MCM.

8690 FSK

8790 CS - RATCHET TYPE, SOFT CABLE CUTTERS
Jaws with shear-cut blades, Special pivoting handle
allows cutterhead to be opened to maximum width
independent of handle position. Cuts copper and
aluminum, power and communications cable. Designed
to cut conductors with large insulation. Max. handle
spread of 22" for working in confined spaces.
Increased mechanical advantage over manual cutters.

8790 CS

8690 FH - RATCHET TYPE, HARD CABLE CUTTER
1-3/16"Capacity, Jaw keeper prevents jaws from
spreading while under heavy load. Shear-cut blades.
Ratchet and chain increase cutting pressure as
handles open and close. Cuts hard cable, ACSR,
ACAR, and self-supporting telephone cable, with
minimal distortion, Moderate pressure needed to
open and close handles, Can be used effectively in
confiined spaces. Increased mechanical advantage
over manual cutters.

8690 FH

8690 CK - RATCHET TYPE, GUY STRAND CUTTER
7/16" Capacity, Notched shear-cut blades hold
material firmly, while ratchet and chain produce
easy, progressive cuts. Cuts EHS guy strand, mild
steel rods and bolts, and similar materials. Makes
clean, square cuts with minimal distortion.
Increased mechanical advantage over manual cutters.

8690 CK

8690 TN - RATCHET TYPE, WIRE ROPE CUTTER
3/4" Capacity, Ratchet-Type jaws with notched shearcut blades hold and lock material in place. Cuts aircraft
cable, EHS guy strand, wire rope, and hard S.S. cable.
Cuts all strands with minimal crushing or distortion.
Increased mechanical advantage over manual cutters.

8690 TN

Part
8690
8790
8690
8690

FSK
CS
FH
CK

8690 TN

Weight

Length

Capacity

Replacement

3-1/2 lbs.
15 lbs.
10-1/2 lbs.
8-3/4 lbs.

27-1/2"
27-1/2"
29-1/4"
28"

2" CU/AL
3" CU/AL
1-3/16" ACSR, ACAR
7/16" Guy Strand

8613FSK
8713CS
8613FH
8618CK

13 lbs.

36"

3/4"Aircraft / Hard SS Cable

8613TN

TO ORDER CALL: 800-966-3530 OR FAX: 215-357-9193

